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Short Description

Exceptionally compact top for D5 pumps, made from durable acetal. Main focus during development of the
ULTITOP D5 were optimum flow characteristics, reducing noise and vibration to a bare minimum.
A fastening ring made from anodized aluminum and a gasket are supplied to attach a D5 pump (not included
in delivery) to the ULTITOP.

Description

Exceptionally compact top for D5 pumps, made from durable acetal. Main focus during development of the
ULTITOP D5 were optimum flow characteristics, reducing noise and vibration to a bare minimum.
A fastening ring made from anodized aluminum and a gasket are supplied to attach a D5 pump (not included
in delivery) to the ULTITOP. The mounting bracket is equipped with silicone decouplers specifically designed
for the ULTITOP, effectively preventing remaining vibrations from being transmitted to the PC case. Stainless
steel plates with M3 threads inserted into the decouplers ensure convenient installation. The bracket can be
detached from the ULTITOP by removing a single screw for easy access to the pump.

Specifications

Technical Details

72 x 72 x 34 mm without bracket/decouplers, without pump
72 x 86 x 44 mm with bracket/decouplers, without pump

Scope of delivery

Pump adapter
Pump fastening ring
O-ring gasket
Stainless steel bracket with silicone decouplers
Mounting material

Compatible with

Aqua Computer D5 pump motor with speed signal (art. no. 41091)
Aqua Computer D5 pump motor with PWM input and speed signal (art. no. 41105)
Aqua Computer D5-Pumpenmechanik mit USB- und aquabus Schnittstelle (art. no. 41093)
Aqua Computer D5 NEXT (art. no. 41118)
Laing D5 series pumps and OEM versions identical in construction

Please note
Pump and fittings are not included in delivery!
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Additional Information

Brand Aquacomputer

SKU AQ-41123

Weight 0.3000

Color Black

Pump Type Laing D5

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260473312192


